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Abstract
We earlier reported cytoplasmic fluorescence exchange between cultured human
fibroblasts and malignant cells (MC). Current time-lapse microscopy showed most
exchange was from fibroblasts into MC, with less in the reverse direction.
Surprisingly, transfer was not via tunneling nanotubes, but by often branching cellprojections instead, and transfer events coincided with retraction of donor cellprojections. Increased hydrodynamic pressure in retracting cell-projections, normally
returns cytoplasm to the cell body. We hypothesize 'cell-projection pumping' (CPP),
where cytoplasm in retracting cell-projections equilibrates partially into adjacent
recipient cells via temporary inter-cellular cytoplasmic continuities. Plausibility for
CPP was explored via a mathematical model, which predicted preferential CPP into
cells with lower cell stiffness, since pressure equilibrates towards least resistance.
Predictions from the model were satisfied when fibroblasts were co-cultured with
MC, and fluorescence exchange related with cell stiffness measured by atomic force
microscopy. When transfer into 5000 simulated recipient MC or fibroblasts was
studied in computer simulations, inputting experimental cell stiffness and donor cell
fluorescence values, generated transfers to simulated recipient cells similar to those
seen by experiment, including the expected inverse relationship between receptor cell
stiffness and fluorescence uptake. We propose CPP as a novel mechanism in
mammalian inter-cellular cytoplasmic transfer and communication.

Introduction
We earlier described the exchange of fluorescently labeled membrane and
cytoplasmic protein, as well as alkaline phosphatase between cultured human
fibroblasts and malignant cells (MC) 1, and others have made similar observations 2-13.
Notably, we found altered phenotype subsequent to inter-cellular transfer, and
recognize implications for cancer biology, inflammation, wound healing and
development 1,14,15.
Cytoplasmic transfer modulating phenotype is described as being via
plasmodesmata in plants, septal pores in fungi, and tunnelling nanotubes (TNT) in
mammalian cells 12,16,17. Further, there are numerous reports of mitochondrial
exchange between mammalian cells by a still uncertain mechanism, and this too can
affect cell phenotype 5-10,18.
TNT are long straight tube-like connections that establish cytoplasmic
continuity between individual cells, and are known to mediate exchange of cytoplasm
and organelles. When seen in cell culture, TNT are typically suspended above the
culture substrate, and have the appearance of taught wire-like connections 11-13,16,19-23.
Interestingly, TNT-mediated organelle transfer occurs via active ATP dependent
mechanisms 11-13. Although other cell-projections are not considered capable of
similar transfer 24, short-straight TNT-like structures mediating exchange have been
described as microtubules 2. In addition to inter-cellular cytoplasmic exchange via
TNT, exosomes and other micro-vesicular structures can mediate the transfer of
material from one cell to another, and this can affect cell phenotype 19,25, but as will be
seen below, neither TNT or exosomes contributed significantly to inter-cellular
cytoplasmic exchange in our experiments.
Here we describe confocal laser scanning microscopy (CLSM) studies,
initiated to address the possibility that TNT were responsible for the intercellular
exchange process we previously reported 1. Consistent with our earlier work,
exchange was primarily from fibroblasts to MC, but surprisingly, time-lapse
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microscopy excluded a role for TNT and revealed instead that exchange occurred
during apparently spasmodic retraction of donor cell-projections, while the extent of
overall transfer was often remarkable (Fig. 1a). Please note necessity to use
permanent labels, such as the fluorescent lipophilic markers DiD and DiO in the
current study, to demonstrate total cytoplasmic transfer, because such labels persist
long after degradation of the originally labelled structures. By contrast, cell turn-over
renders highly specific organellar or protein labels unreliable for detecting cumulative
cytoplasmic transfer between cells.
Figure 1. The cellprojection pumping (CPP)
hypothesis for transfer of
cytoplasmic label. (a) The
extent of red fibroblast
label transfer to MC was
often remarkable and most
apparent when red and
green channels were seen
separately. While some MC
had no fibroblast-red label
(green arrow heads),
fibroblast marker was in
many MC (yellow arrow
heads), occasionally to an
extreme extent (white
arrows). (bi) The cartoon is
drawn from a confocal
image containing a MC
deeply grooved by
fibroblast (F) cellprojections (FP). (bii) If
there is a transient intercellular cytoplasmic
continuity, retraction of the
cell-projection (black
arrow) drives some
fibroblast cytoplasm into
the MC (red arrow). (ci)
This is modelled with
piston-cylinders connected
by a cylindrical tube (black
arrow) containing a
Newtonian fluid from the
'Donor Cell'. (cii)
Shortening of the tube (red
arrows) mimics cellprojection retraction, driving Donor Cell contents into both 'Donor' and 'Receptor Cells', against constant forces
of resistance proportionate to cell stiffness. (di) Consider a close-ended tube with length L(t) contracting at
constant rate U (red arrow), and generating a flow rate of a fluid within the tube of QL (blue arrow). (dii) Dividing
the tube into n cylinders of Dx length, with Dx approaching zero, relates L(t) to pressure and QL. (diii) Two such
tubes of lengths LA(t) and LB(t) are opened and joined at their origins (O), contracting at UA and UB (UA+UB=U)
(red arrows), with flow (QA and QB, blue arrows) against constant forces (FA and FB, green arrows) due to and
proportionate to cell stiffness (SA and SB), such that F=ZS where Z is a constant. Pressure is maximal at Po, and
equals FA and FB at the open ends, establishing DPA and DPB. Where FA>FB (SA>SB), LA(t)<LB(t) and QA<QB; this
reverses when FA<FB (SA<SB); while when FA=FB (SA=SB), QA=QB. (e) QB is plotted over time for retraction to
extinction of a cell-projection. Notably, when FA>FB (SA>SB), there is a time (tc) when LA=0, QA=0, and remaining
flow is QB=CaU, where Ca= tube cross-sectional area. When FA<FB (SA<SB), LB=0 at tc, so that QB=0, and
remaining flow is QA. Decreasing FA-FB (SA-SB) increases tc.
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The transferring cell-projections could not be resolved to a high degree of
accuracy, because of their rapid movement, paucity of fluorescent labelling, and
limitations of CLSM. Nonetheless, they could be visualized with reasonable
confidence by occasional fluorescently labelled fibroblast organelles, often in delicate
indenting grooves formed by donor fibroblast cell-projections on the surfaces of
recipient MC. The manner in which fibroblast cell-projections grooved and indented
MC, was consistent with the appreciably greater cell surface stiffness of fibroblasts
compared with MC 26.
These observations led us to hypothesize that transfer is by a hydrodynamic
pumping mechanism, where retraction of a donor cell-projection raises local
cytoplasmic pressure within the cell-projection, and there is coincident transient
cytoplasmic continuity between the donor cell-projection and a neighboring receptor
cell. This pumps cytoplasm from the donor cell-projection into the recipient cell,
while the relative difference in cell stiffness between donor and recipient cells affects
the amount of label transferred; a process for which we propose the term 'cellprojection pumping' (CPP) (Fig. 1b).
The hydrodynamic mechanism we propose for CPP through equilibration of
local pressure differentials by cytoplasmic flow is in some ways similar to that
described in formation of lamellifilopodia 27, blebbing 28,29, and the formation of
lobopodia 30.
The current paper explores plausibility of the CPP hypothesis by: a)
developing a mathematical model for CPP (Fig. 1c,d,e); b) determining if predictions
from the model that correlate cell stiffness with fluorescence, are seen by experiment;
and c) using experimental data on cell stiffness and fluorescence exchange to
construct computer simulated populations of cells, and determining if simulation
results similar to experimental observations can be achieved making biologically
reasonable assumptions for variables in the mathematical model.

Results

Time-lapse CLSM indicated exchange of cytoplasmic organelles between cells was
via cell-projections with the appearance of branching filopodia and
lamelifilopodia.
Obvious acquisition of DiD (red) labelled fibroblast organelles
was observed in 11 out of 106 DiO (green) pre-labelled MC, during 8 h 15 min coculture, and 7 out of 71 GFP (green) pre-labelled MC during 25 h co-culture. From
this, a total of 18 MC were observed receiving fibroblast organelles, studying 33 h 15
min of time-lapse recordings (Supplementary movies S1-S3; Figs. 2a, 3a,b). Only a
single occasion was observed, where DiO (green) labelled organelles were transferred
from a single MC to a fibroblast, via broad cell-projection structures with the
appearance of laemlifilopodia (Supplementary movie S4). Although occasional large
prominent fibroblast organelles were accepted by MC (Supplementary movie S1
Movie; Fig. 2a), most exchange was of smaller organelles, and this was most readily
seen when MC were labeled with DiO (green) (Supplementary movie S3, Fig. 3).
Note that organellar labelling was used for time-lapse microscopy, because punctate
organellar fluorescence is advantageous for tracking the movement of otherwise
diffuse cytoplasm.
Because fibroblast cell-projections transferring organelles to MC were largely
transparent by CLSM, they could not be resolved to a high degree of accuracy.
However, the shape and location of these transparent fibroblast cell-projections could
be inferred by careful examination of CLSM z-stack images in time-lapse movies,
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Figure 2. Frames from Supplementary Movies S1 and S2, showing confocal microscopy time-lapse images of
fibroblasts (pre-labelled red with DiD) co-cultured with MM200-B12 melanoma cells (expressing green GFP
label). (a) Bright red labelled organelles marked a fibroblast cell-projection that deposited a single large
organelle into a green-labelled MM200-B12 cell (white arrow, 17hr, 57min). Fragmentation of organellar label
was seen by 20 h 30min. (b) Repeated probing of a MM200-B12 by branching fibroblast cell-projections occurred
over time. The location of fibroblast cell-projections was revealed by dark grooves made in the less stiff MM200B12, as well as by occasional red-labelled organelles, and are marked with white transparency in (c) for clarity.
One cell projection containing two red-labelled organelles appeared to spear into the malignant cell (blue
transparency and arrow).

where deep grooves were seen in the surfaces of MC (Figs. 2b,c; 3c,d). We interpret
these grooves as having been formed by fibroblast cell-projections with high stiffness,
compared with the MC they deeply indented. Confirming our interpretation for the
location of these transparent fibroblast cell-projections, was the presence of
occasional scattered DiD labeled fibroblast organelles within the grooves (Fig, 2b,c;
Fig. 3c,d; Supplementary movies S2 and S3).
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Figure 3. Frames from Supplementary Movie S3, showing confocal microscopy time-lapse images of fibroblasts
(pre-labelled with DiD-red) co-cultured with MM200-B12 melanoma cells (pre-labelled with DiO-green). (a, b) A
MM200-B12 (white dashed outline) received appreciable red fibroblast organellar labelling between 5 h 10min
and 8 h 15min, most clearly seen when the green channel is excluded (b). (c) This was from a broad fibroblast
cell-projection (FP) that swept past the melanoma cell, indenting and grooving the recipient cell with numerous
smaller branching cell-projections, no longer seen by 8 h 5min. (d) White transparency marks the location of
fibroblast cell-projections grooving the melanoma cell.

Fibroblast cell-projections indenting MC, appeared as tree-like branching
networks that terminated in long filopodia-like extensions (Supplementary movies S2
and S3; Figs. 2b,c, 3c,d). While the overall shape of fibroblast cell-projections was
stable over time, the fine terminal branches were labile in shape and varied within the
3 and 5 min intervals between time-lapse frames (Supplementary movies S2 and S3;
Figs. 2b,c; 3c,d). Supporting our interpretation for the presence of fibroblast cell-
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projections in MC grooves, was that the MC grooves ceased to be apparent when
large fibroblast cell-projections became sufficiently distant, as seen comparing Fig. 3c
recorded at 7 h 10 min, with Fig. 3c recorded at 8 h 5 min.
Cell-projections alternately probed and retracted from individual receptor
cells, and episodes of organellar transfer appeared to coincide with retraction events
(Supplementary movies S1-S4).
Occasional TNT were observed, but observations excluded a significant role
in the observed transfers for TNT, as well as for phagocytosis of cell fragments,
exosomes, or passive label diffusion (Figs. 1a, 2, 3; Supplementary Figs. S1,S2,S3;
Supplementary movies S1-S4). It was evident from time-lapse movies, that
organellar transfer from donor to recipient cells could only occur if there were
transient cytoplasmic continuities through fused plasma membrane windows between
the two cell types, similar to that established for TNT, but in this instance occurring
via cell-projections, often in the size range of filopodia.
Lacking high resolution images of the cell-projections through which transfer
occurred, but having nonetheless observed that these structures transferred
cytoplasmic organelles during episodes of cell-projection retraction, we sought to
explain our observations on basis of our CPP hypothesis as outlined above (Fig. 1b,c).
Mathematical model for CPP.
Detailed development of the mathematical model is
provided below in the materials and methods. In brief, cytoplasm is assumed to
behave as a Newtonian fluid, and Pascal's Law is interpreted as rendering the results
of modelling independent of geometric factors other than the radius and length of the
cell-projection 31. The Hagen-Poiseuille equation for laminar flow of a Newtonian
fluid in a tube 32, is incorporated in expressions describing a simple two-chamber
system (Fig. 1c). Relationships between pressure and fluid flow are first considered
for a tube with a single closed end, in which contraction at a constant rate drives fluid
flow out of the open end (Fig. 1di, dii). Two such tubes are then considered, with
previously closed ends now joined and opened to establish continuity, and opening
into two separate cells. Flow from both open ends is opposed by constant forces
proportionate to the stiffness of the two cells joined, establishing a point at the origins
of the two original tubes where pressure is maximal and there is no flow (Fig. 1diii).
Differing stiffness between cells results in differing pressure and flow. It should be
noted that although Young's modulus is the accepted measure for cell stiffness, the
cell cannot be assumed to behave as a Hookean spring, and the current model assumes
stiffness exerts a constant resistance against changing internal pressure
Expressing this argument mathematically results in equation (1), where: QB is
the flow rate into Receptor Cell B; SA and SB are the stiffness values for Donor Cell A
and Receptor Cell B respectively; Z is a constant cell stiffness correction factor; r is
the resistance per unit length of the cell-projection; L0 is the length of the cellprojection at time 0; U is the rate of retraction; t is time; and Ca is the cross-sectional
area of the cell projection.
Q" =

%∙(() *(+ )
-∙(./ *0∙1)

+

34∙0
5

(1)

This equation is represented graphically in Fig. 1e, illustrating QB from t=0 to
the time at which retraction extinguishes a cell-projection, for pairings of Donor and
Receptor Cells A and B with differing stiffness values. Integration of these curves
determines total volume transfers by CPP.
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The mathematical model predicts preferential flow towards cells with lower
stiffness. Further, given variability in cell stiffness within each population of cocultured cells A and B, receptor cell-stiffness and the volume of cytoplasm acquired
by CPP should be inversely related.
Experimental measurement of cell stiffness and fluorescence in co-cultured cells
satisfied predictions of the mathematical model.
Fluorescence microscopy of a
co-culture of fibroblasts with SAOS-2, revealed the most evident transfer of
fluorescent label was from fibroblasts to SAOS-2, with less clear fluorescence
transfer from SAOS-2 to fibroblasts. Fluorescence and atomic force microscopy
(AFM) stiffness data for these cells are shown in Fig. 4. Although micro-domains
varied greatly in stiffness across the surfaces of individual cells, stiffness fingerprints
clearly demonstrated that fibroblasts were stiffer and had lower cell height compared
with SAOS-2 (Mann Whitney U Test, p < 0.0001).

Figure 4. The relationship between cell stiffness and height in SAOS-2 (pre-labelled with DiO-green) co-cultured
for 24 h with fibroblasts (pre-labelled with DiD-red), and mathematical modelling of CPP between cells of median
stiffness. (a) DiD (red) levels were quantitated to identify fibroblasts, SAOS-2 with high fibroblast label, and
SAOS-2 with low fibroblast label. (b) Although it was not possible to scan the entirety of all cells shown in 'a' by
AFM, median values of stiffness scans indicated fibroblasts were stiffer than SAOS-2, and that SAOS-2 with high
fibroblast label were usually less stiff than SAOS-2 with low fibroblast label. (c) This was supported in stiffness
fingerprints, demonstrating that fibroblasts (black dots) had greater stiffness and lower cell height compared to
SAOS-2 (red and green dots) (Mann Whitney U Test, p < 0.0001). Further, stiffness values for SAOS-2 with low
fibroblast labeling (green dots) were higher than for SAOS-2 with high fibroblast labelling (red dots), while the
reverse was the case with regard to height measurements (Mann Whitney U Test, p < 0.0004). (d) Relative
percentage distribution plots binned at 2 kPa for stiffness. (e) CPP was modelled between a fibroblast and SAOS2, each of median cell stiffness, and examining exchange from fibroblast to SAOS-2 (red), as well as from SAOS-2
to fibroblast (green). Results were consistent with the CPP hypothesis.
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Label transfer varied in extent amongst SAOS-2, with some SAOS-2 having
very high and others negligible fibroblast labeling (Fig. 4a). As predicted, SAOS-2
with high fibroblast labeling had lower stiffness compared with SAOS-2 with low
fibroblast labeling (Mann Whitney U Test, p < 0.0004) (Fig. 4b,c,d). In addition,
higher uptake of fluorescence by CPP correlated with greater cell height (Mann
Whitney U Test, p < 0.0004).
Fig 4e shows CPP flow rates for transfer from a fibroblast to a SAOS-2, as
well as from a SAOS-2 to a fibroblast, assigning median cell stiffness for fibroblasts
(18,765 Pa) and SAOS-2 (11,181 Pa), and biologically reasonable assumptions for:
cell-projection retraction rate (1 x 10-6m/s), viscosity (2.5 x 10-3 Pa.s), length at time
zero (100 µm), and radius (0.8 µm) of the cell-projection. Significant flow was
predicted by the mathematical model in these conditions.
Satisfying a further prediction for the CPP model, was that similar to
observations in SAOS-2, uptake of fluorescence from SAOS-2 by fibroblasts was
negatively correlated with fibroblast cell stiffness, while there was also a positive
correlation with cell height (Mann Whitney U Test, p < 0.0001) (Fig. 5).
Experimental results thus satisfied all predictions from the mathematical model.

Figure 5. Stiffness fingerprints and
proportional distribution plots comparing
stiffness and height AFM measurements for
fibroblasts in co-culture with DiO pre-labelled
SAOS-2, dependent on whether fibroblasts had
high or low levels of SAOS-2 labelling. (a,b)
Stiffness fingerprints revealed that fibroblasts
with low SAOS-2 labelling had generally higher
stiffness and lower cell height measurements
(a), compared with fibroblasts with high SAOS2 labelling (b) (Mann Whitney U Test, p <
0.0001). (c,d) Proportional distribution plots
binned at 2.5 kPa for stiffness and 0.2 µm for
height measurements, further confirmed the
visual impressions from stiffness fingerprints.
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Results of numerical MATLAB simulations agreed with experimental observations
and satisfied predictions from the mathematical model. Fig. 6 shows results of
simulations yielding fluorescence transfers closely approximating experimental CPP
transfer fluorescence data for both SAOS-2 and fibroblasts, and this concordance was
seen making biologically reasonable assumptions for relevant variables. Median
fluorescence levels of donor and receptor cells are shown in Table 1, and demonstrate
similarity between experimental and simulated results. Relative fluorescence transfer
from fibroblasts to SAOS-2 was greater compared with that from SAOS to fibroblasts
in both simulations and by experiment (Table 1).
Figure 6. Graphs comparing
exchange of fluorescence
between SAOS-2 and
fibroblasts observed by
experiment (Figs. 4 and 5),
with that calculated by
numerical simulations for 5000
recipient SAOS-2 or fibroblasts
(a,b), and the relationship
between recipient cell stiffness
and fluorescence uptake (c,d).
(a,b) There was good
concordance between
experimental observations and
results of numerical
simulations, applying
simulation conditions where:
the number of donor fibroblasts
any given recipient SAOS-2
could interact with ranged from
1 to 3 (1 to 3 for fibroblast
recipients); the number of
exchange events between
individual donor fibroblasts
and recipient SAOS-2 cells
ranged from 0 to 2, (3 to 8 for recipient fibroblasts); the rate of cell-projection retraction ranged from 0.5 to 1.4
µm/s for donor fibroblasts, (1 to 5 µm/s for donor SAOS-2); the proportion of maximal possible time for
individual transfer events applied ranged from 0 to 0.9 for fibroblast cell-projection retraction (0.6 to 0.9 for
SAOS-2 cell-projection retraction); the length of donor cell-projections from donor fibroblasts ranged from 5 to
120 µm, (40 to 90 µm from donor SAOS-2); the radius of fibroblast donor cell-projections was from 0.55 to 1.75
µm, (0.7 to 2.5 µm for donor SAOS-2); and the viscosity of cytoplasm ranged from 1.5 to 4.0 mPa.s for both donor
fibroblasts and SAOS-2. (c,d) There was an inverse relationship between SAOS-2 stiffness and median
fluorescence acquired by CPP (c), with a similar result for fibroblasts receiving SAOS-2 fluorescence (d) (p <
0.0001, Mann Whitney U Test).

Consistent with experimental data (Fig. 4), there was an inverse relationship
between stiffness and transfer from both fibroblasts to SAOS-2, and also from SAOS2 to fibroblasts (Fig. 6c,d). Results of simulations thus satisfied all predictions from
the mathematical model.
Pressures required for these transfers were generally modest: 1.15 x 10-8 Pa to
212 Pa, with a median value of 0.668 Pa for transfer from fibroblasts to SAOS-2; and
8.98 x 10-11 Pa to 37.3 Pa, with a median value of 0.144 Pa for transfer from SAOS-2
to fibroblasts. Only 2.91% of calculated pressure values were over 10 Pa for transfer
from fibroblasts to SAOS-2, while only 0.40% of calculated pressures were over 10
Pa for transfer from SAOS-2 to fibroblasts. The predominantly low pressures
calculated to account for fluorescence transfer, support plausibility for CPP.
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Table 1. Median fluorescence levels from experimental observations and simulations
Median Fluorescence per Cell
(Fluorescence Units)
Red (DiD)
Fluorescence

Receptor Fluorescence /
Donor Fluorescence

Donor
Cells

Experimental
Receptor Cells

Simulated
Receptor Cells

Experimental

Simulated

16.904

0.641

0.630

0.038

0.037

Green (DiO)
Fluorescence
31.849
0.504
0.414
0.016
0.013
Overall fluorescence levels for simulated receptor cells was comparable to that seen in
experimental results. When expressed as ratios relative to donor cell fluorescence, fibroblasts
which were the receptors for green DiO fluorescence, had lower uptake relative to red DiD
fluorescence by SAOS-2 receptor cells. Proportionate uptake was similar between simulation
results and experimental data, with fluorescence uptake of SAOS-2 being 2.40 fold that of
fibroblasts (0.038/0.016) by experiment, and 2.81 fold that of fibroblasts by simulation
(0.037/0.013).

Simulations predicted large proportional volume transfers between cells.
Data
on volume exchange were expressed as percentages relative to the average volume of
a single Receptor Cell B SAOS-2 or fibroblast. Table 2 shows results for volume
transfers in the same simulations illustrated in Fig. 6. Most simulated cells in
recipient populations accepted appreciable volumes of donor cell cytoplasm.
Simulated proportional volume transfers to fibroblasts were generally lower than
those calculated for SAOS-2 (Table 2).

Discussion
All predictions that follow from the CPP hypothesis and mathematical model
were satisfied by either experiment or simulations. Taken together, these differing
data support CPP as a previously unrecognized mechanism for inter-cellular
cytoplasmic exchange, and we suggest the current work forms a reasonable
theoretical framework for further investigation.
TNT differ fundamentally from the cell-projections observed to be responsible
for CPP in the current study. Whereas cell-projections mediating CPP presented as
transient, short, and branching structures, mechanically supported by the culture
surface or cells; TNT often persist hours, extend long distances, are non-branching,
and are suspended free above the culture surface 11,12,16,19-23. While delivery of surface
signals and directed migration are known roles for specialized filopodia 33,
cytoplasmic transfer via cell-projections in the size range of filopodia seems a novel
function. Some precedent is, however, established by filopodial transfer of
melanosomes, but precise details of melanosome transfer remain uncertain and
phagocytosis of shed melanosomes may occur 34-36. It would be interesting to
determine if CPP contributes to melanosome transfer. Similarly, the mechanism
whereby mitochondria are transferred between mammalian cells remains unclear 510,18
, and we speculate that CPP contributes to this important process.
We have separately demonstrated TNT in MC 20-22, and also showed increased
TNT on exposure to exosomes 25, but consistent with our initial report 1, neither TNT
or exosomes could account for the current observations. Uptake of fibroblast label by
MC was not only inconsistent with exosome or TNT transfer, but was also not
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Table 2. The proportionate percentage distribution of recipient SAOS-2 and fibroblasts,
according to the volume acquired from the opposing cell type in simulated co-culture
generating fluorescence profiles approximating those seen by experiment, expressed as
percentages relative to the average volume of the respective recipient cell type.
% Volume
Relative to
Average
Recipient Cell

Simulated
SAOS-2
Number

% Relative
to All
Simulated
SAOS-2

% of Simulated
SAOS-2 with
Transfer over
Threshold

Simulated
Fibroblast
Number

% Relative to
All Simulated
Fibroblasts

% of Simulated
Fibroblasts with
Transfer over
Threshold

0 to < 1

1301

26.02

100

2062

41.26

100

1 to < 3

925

18.5

73.98

1274

25.46

58.74

3 to < 5

661

13.22

55.48

523

10.46

33.28

5 to < 7

455

9.1

42.26

263

5.26

22.82

7 to < 9

376

7.52

33.16

176

3.54

17.56

9 to < 11

312

6.24

25.64

135

2.58

14.02

11 to < 13

232

4.64

19.4

141

2.82

11.44

13 to < 15

205

4.1

14.76

110

2.26

8.62

15 to < 17

164

3.28

10.66

88

1.76

6.36

17 to < 19

110

2.2

7.38

80

1.6

4.6

19 to < 21

64

1.28

5.18

52

1.08

3

21 to < 23

64

1.28

3.9

26

0.52

1.92

23 to < 25

45

0.9

2.62

21

0.42

1.4

25 to < 27

23

0.46

1.72

19

0.38

0.98

27 to < 29

21

0.42

1.26

16

0.32

0.6

29 to < 31

15

0.3

0.84

4

0.08

0.28

31 to < 33

6

0.12

0.54

0

0

0.2

33 to < 35

11

0.22

0.42

3

0.06

0.2

35 to <37

3

0.06

0.2

4

0.08

0.14

37 to <39

1

0.02

0.14

0

0

0.06

39 to <41

3

0.06

0.12

2

0.04

0.06

41 to <43

0

0

0.06

0

0

0.02

43 to <45

2

0.04

0.06

0

0

0.02

45 to <47

1

0.02

0.02

0

0

0.02

47 to <49

0

0

0

1

0.02

0.02

Total

5000

100

5000

100

Simulations predicting fluorescence profiles for recipient cells similar to experimental
results (Fig. 6), also predicted transfer of appreciable volumes of cytoplasm to recipient
cells. 55.5% of simulated SAOS-2 had over 3%, and 5.2% of SAOS-2 had over 19% volume
acquired from simulated fibroblasts. Consistent with occasional experimentally observed
SAOS-2 with very high fibroblast DiD labelling, 10 simulated SAOS-2 cell acquired between
35% and 47% of their volume from simulated fibroblasts. Simulated fibroblasts also
acquired appreciable cytoplasm from simulated SAOS-2, but this was generally less
compared with exchange in the reverse direction.
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accounted for on basis of non-specific DiD (red) label diffusion, or phagocytosis of
fibroblast cell fragments. In addition, the deep grooving of MC by fibroblast cellprojections was indicative of a significant difference in cell stiffness, further
confirmed by AFM and correlated with the extent of cytoplasmic exchange. The
asymmetry in exchange seen experimentally between fibroblasts and SAOS-2 was
consistent with our earlier published observations 1.
We earlier noted phenotypic changes associated with intercellular cytoplasmic
and membrane transfer 1,14,15, and suggest CPP as playing a role in this. In addition, the
appreciable volumes of SAOS-2 cytoplasm transferred to fibroblasts in simulations,
suggests a possible role of CPP in development of cancer-associated fibroblasts,
which are increasingly recognized as important for cancer development 37.
Numerical modelling permitted estimation of the volumes of cytoplasmic
transfer required to account for exchange in co-culture, previously not possible due to
diversity in donor cell fluorescence. The appreciable relative volume transfers seen in
Table 2 were consistent with the high fluorescence exchange visually apparent in
experiments1 (Figs. 1,3, 4).
Although we do believe our approach to mathematical modeling is reasonable,
there are some aspects that bear further discussion. As discussed below (materials and
methods), the formal definition of Young's modulus and 'stiffness' as it relates to
Hookean elastic materials, should not be directly applied to cell stiffness
measurements acquired by AFM. Instead, we interpret the Young's Modulus
measurements acquired by AFM in the current study, as indicative of a constant
resistance to force. However, the term 'cell stiffness' is widely accepted, so we have
persisted with use of this tern for the sake of communication.
AFM measurements are of necessity made from outside the measured cell, and
this differs fundamentally from stiffness as may exist but cannot be readily measured,
from within the cell. The plasma membrane can be likened to the surface of a tent
tethered to an underlying framework, where the force of resistance to downward
pressure against the framework is different to that experienced when pushing from
within. It is reasonable, however, to assume that the force experienced from both
directions is correlated in a broadly linear fashion. From this, while there is no clear
alternative, it nonetheless seems reasonable to apply AFM stiffness measures in our
mathematical model. That the cell stiffness correction factor applied, Z=(1/median
stiffness value of all cells in the simulation) yielded intelligible results, with tc neither
negative or compressed against Lo/U (Fig. 1e) for simulation with median stiffness
cells (Fig. 4e), seems to support our interpretation for cell stiffness.
Cytoplasmic viscosity is non-uniform and dependent on scale, with viscosity
being very low but varying across micro-volumes of the cell dependent on contents,
and increasing to high levels when measured at the whole cell level due to the
admixture of organelles and cytoskeletal elements 38-40. At the scale modeled in the
current study, cytoplasm has viscosity ranging upwards from that close to water, in
the ranges approximately from 1 to 4 mPa.s 38,40, and this is reflected by the values we
used for this variable. Turbulent flow is near impossible in the range of radius values
used, lending confidence to use of the Hagen-Poiseuille equation in our model. The
effect of organelles suspended in cytoplasm is, however, more difficult to anticipate.
We suggest that although cytoplasm itself at the scale studied may have very low
viscosity in the order of 1.5 mPa.s, that by including higher viscosity values in
simulations, we have made reasonable accommodation for the effect of suspended
organelles.
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In preliminary simulations not shown, we assumed a normal distribution
between target minima and maxima for variables other than stiffness and
fluorescence, and observed 'a central hump' in the resulting simulated fluorescence
profiles, inconsistent with experimental fluorescence. Weakening the central tendency
by spreading the distribution of variables to a flattened profile, achieved simulation
results more in keeping with experimental data, and this suggests a 'flat distribution'
for key variables in-vivo. Confirmation of this inference awaits improved structural
and temporal resolution of events in living cells. Modest divergence of simulated
from experimental results, likely reflects limitations inherent to the model, including
possible skewedness and unknown dependencies between variables.
While acknowledging the limitations of our analysis discussed above, we do
feel it is reasonable to advance our hypothesis of CPP between mammalian cells. Not
only does CPP seem to be a previously unrecognized biological process, but our
earlier work suggests CPP results in significant phenotypic change 1,15, and this has
direct relevance to generation of tumor cell diversity and hence progression of
malignancy.
Not addressed in the current work, is the basis for formation of the transient
inter-cellular cytoplasmic continuities through which cytoplasm must pass between
cells. We have no current data on this point, but speculate that these may form
through membrane fusion mechanisms.
It is unlikely that CPP would be confined to interactions between fibroblasts
and MC, while we earlier reported uptake of cytoplasm from smooth muscle cells by
MC 1. Cancer only rarely seems to generate truly new biology, but instead appears to
pervert established biological mechanisms. For these reasons, we think it highly likely
that CPP plays an important role in cell differentiation and phenotypic control in other
biological settings including embryogenesis, development, inflammation and wound
healing, consistent with reports of intercellular exchange by both reported and as yet
unresolved mechanisms 1-16,18-25,34-36. We believe our current work forms a useful
platform from which to explore these further interesting possibilities.

Materials and Methods
Materials.
All culture media including M199, DMEM-a Trypsin (0.25%)-EDTA
(0.02%) and phosphate buffered saline (PBS), as well as Penicillin (10,000 U/ml)Streptomycin (10,000 μg/ml) concentrate solution were prepared and supplied by the
Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Centre Culture Media Core Facility (New York,
NY). Amphoteracin B was purchased from Life Technologies (Grand Island, NY).
Gelatin was from TJ Baker Inc (Philipsburgh, NJ). Bovine serum albumin was from
Gemini Bioproducts (West Sacramento, CA). Falcon tissue culture flasks, Atomic
Force Microscopy (AFM) dishes and centrifuge tubes were purchased from
BDBiosciences (Two Oak Park, Bedford, MA). Culture well coverslips were from
Lab-Tek (Rochester, NY). Human dermal fibroblasts were from The Coriell Institute
(Camden, NJ). SAOS-2 osteosarcoma cells were from the American Type Culture
Collection (VA, USA). MM200-B12 melanoma cells from The Millennium Institute
(Westmead, NSW, Australia). The fluorescent labels 1,1'-dioctadecyl-3,3,3',3'tetramethylindodicarbocyanine perchlorate (DiD), 3,3'-dioctadecyloxacarbocyanine
perchlorate (DiO), and Bacmam 2.0 Cell lights Nuclear-GFP baculovirus, were
purchased from Molecular Probes by Life Technologies (Grand Island, NY) in the
form of DiD and DiO Vybrant cell labelling solutions, and BacMam Cell Light
transfection reagent. Paraformaldehyde (PFA) solution (32%) was purchased from
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Electron Microscopy Supplies (Hatfield, PA). A 6.1 µm spherical polystyrene AFM
probe was purchased from NanoAndMore (Lady's Island, SC). The anti-fade reagent
used was supplied by the Molecular Cytology core facility at Memorial Sloan
Kettering Cancer Center.
Cell culture and fluorescent labelling.
The antibiotics penicillin (100 U/ml),
streptomycin (100 µg/ml) and amphotericin B (2.5µg/ml) were used throughout all
cell culture. Fibroblasts were always cultured on gelatin coated surfaces (0.1% in
PBS) in DMEM-a (15% FCS). The osteosarcoma cells SAOS-2 were cultured in
M199 (10% FCS), while MM200-B12 were cultured in DMEM-a (10% FCS). Cells
were harvested using trypsin-EDTA, into FCS to neutralize trypsin, and pelleted by
centrifugation before passage at a ratio of 1 to 3. All cell culture was performed at 37o
C under CO2 (5%) and at 100% humidity.
Labelling solutions of DiD (1mM) and DiO (2mM) were prepared in DMEMa with 10% FCS, and applied to cells for 30 minutes in the case of DiD, while DiO
was applied for 1 hr. Cells were then washed twice with PBS before overnight culture
with DMEM-a with BSA (4%) followed by two further washes with PBS to ensure
removal of any unbound label. In some experiments, MM200-B12 were transfected
with green fluorescent protein (GFP) expressing baculovirus, by culturing overnight 6
x 106 MM200-B12 in a 6 well tissue culture plate well in DMEM-a (FCS 10%) with
2.4 x 107 baculovirus particles.
Co-culture conditions. Cells were cultured on gelatin (0.1% in PBS) coated
surfaces. Fibroblasts were seeded at from 1 to 2 x 104 cells per cm2 into 25cm2 AFM
culture plates, appropriate for use in the AFM as earlier described 26, or into culture
well coverslips, and allowed to adhere overnight before labelling with DiD as outlined
above. MC were seeded at near confluence in 25 cm2 flasks in M199 with FCS (10%)
and allowed to adhere overnight, before labeling with DiO as outlined above. MC
were then harvested with trypsin-EDTA and seeded in DMEM-a with BSA (4%) at a
culture density of 4 x 104 cells per cm2 for up to 24 hr co-culture.
Confocal microscopy.
Before examination of co-cultures, control monolayers
labelled with DiO, DiD or GFP alone were used to establish fluorescence conditions
minimizing background and cross-fluorescence. Fibroblast were always pre-labelled
with DiD (red). Eight separate visual fields of MM200-B12 pre-labelled with GFP
(green) co-cultured with fibroblasts were recorded for 25 hr at 3 min intervals,
representing 1.13 mm2 culture surface area and observing 40 fibroblasts and 71
MM200-B12. Nine further separate visual fields of DiO (green) pre-labelled MM200B12 co-cultured with fibroblasts were recorded for 8 hr 15 min at 5 min intervals and
at slightly higher magnification, representing 0.76 mm2 culture surface area and
observing 90 fibroblasts and 106 MM200-B12. At the conclusion of time-lapse
recordings, monolayers were fixed with paraformaldehyde as earlier described 26.
Confocal microscopy including time-lapse was performed using a Zeiss LSM
5Live line-scanning confocal microscope. ImageJ open source software (contributors
listed at http://imagej.net/Contributors) was used to analyze images from both fixed
cells and time-lapse records. Flattened optical projections and individual optical
sections were visualized in channels for both DiD and DiO alone and together.
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Atomic force and fluorescence microscopy to establish cell stiffness and
fluorescence values. AFM is widely used to evaluate cell stiffness, described as
Young’s modulus in SI units of N/m2 or Pa, and is calculated from AFM recordings of
force versus indentation curves using the Hertz model as described elsewhere 26,41.
AFM cell surface stiffness is usually established by obtaining single measurements
over the nuclei of multiple cells 42-44. Our interest, however, lies in global and
cytoplasmic cell stiffness, and for this reason we earlier developed a scanning AFM
approach that generates stiffness fingerprints, sensitive to nuanced differences
between cell populations, and encompassing the entire upper surface of cultured cells.
Observations from stiffness fingerprints important for the current study, are that cell
surface microdomains vary greatly in stiffness across the surfaces of individual cells,
and that median values for microdomain stiffness provide a reasonable and reliable
measure for global cell stiffness 26. Stiffness fingerprints were used in the current
study to examine the relationship between cell stiffness and fluorescence exchange,
and also to inform CPP numerical modeling.
Monolayers were fixed with paraformaldehyde as earlier described 26, and
stored in PBS at 4o C for combined fluorescence-AFM recordings. An Asylum
Research MFP-3D-BIO atomic force microscope coupled with a Zeis Axio Observer
A1 fluorescence microscope was used. There was random selection of cells for
examination. Bright field and fluorescence images for both DiO and DiD channels
were recorded, prior to AFM scanning to establish stiffness fingerprints of individual
cells using an approach detailed in our earlier work 26.
In brief, a 6.1 µm spherical polystyrene probe was used, while the
manufacturer provides guarantee of probe size by scanning electron microscopy. The
precise Z-distance calibration of deflection, as well as the cantilever stiffness was
established by InvOLS and thermal tune calibration as detailed elsewhere 26, and a
slow indentation velocity of 3.5 μm/s was used to reduce viscous effects. A trigger
point for retraction was defined at 25 nm deflection, so that indentation depth
depended on stiffness of the area measured, while indentation depth was usually
between 100 nm and 500 nm. 16 x 16 points of force curves were collected over 50
µm x 50 µm areas. The automated software provided by the manufacturer of the
instrument (Asylum Research, Software Version IX) was used to establish a plane fit,
and height measurements were made relative to the lowest point measured, assumed
to represent the plastic cell culture surface as detailed elsewhere 26. The AR software
was used to provide Young’s modulus for each point as calculated by the Hertz model
26,41
, and all data was then exported to Excel software (Microsoft, Redmond, WA).
Height maps, bright field and fluorescence images were compared to localize discrete
AFM measurement points to individual cells, while as detailed in our earlier work,
sites with height values at or below 0.8 µm were excluded to avoid effects from the
underlying culture surface 26,45,46.
Morphometric analysis establishing the extent of fluorescence exchange between
SAOS-2 and fibroblasts, and correlation of this with cell stiffness. AFM scans
only rarely sampled the full extent of individual cells. Nonetheless, those cells for
which an appreciable number of AFM data points were available, and for which it
was also possible to establish numerical fluorescence values as detailed below, were
analyzed to correlate cell stiffness and height with cell type and the extent of
fluorescent label exchange. Fibroblasts were recognized as large elongated cells
heavily labelled with DiD (red), while SAOS-2 were recognized as DiO (green)
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positive cells that were usually smaller and more round compared with fibroblasts.
DiD (red) fluorescence in SAOS-2 was quantitated to further divide these cells into
two groups, being those which had high as opposed to low levels of fibroblast label.
Quantitation of fluorescence labelling and cell surface area profile was
performed as follows. Fluorescence images of individual SAOS-2 and fibroblasts for
which appreciable AFM measurements were available, were divided into separate
RGB channels, and the cell surface profiles segmented in the blue channel only to
ensure that data in red and green channels were not affected by the cell segmentation
procedure. Images of individual cells derived by recombining channels where then
processed using Image J software to relate total cell surface area to the total DiD or
DiO label present. The individual steps through which this was achieved in ImageJ
were: separation of channels into red, green and blue; establishment of thresholds for
detection of red, green and blue; detection of areas above threshold for red, green and
blue, and overlapping of these to create single areas for analysis; and quantitation of
red and green in the defined areas with expression of this as average units of red or
green fluorescence per pixel, permitting assignation of individual SAOS-2 as being in
either the 'high' or 'low' fibroblast labelling group.
Median AFM stiffness values were determined for individual fibroblasts and
SAOS-2, permitting an initial impression of the relationship between cell stiffness and
cell type defined as above, but the limited sampling at the level of individual cells
restricted capacity to evaluate results in a statistically meaningful way. The stiffness
fingerprint method recently published 26, in which height and stiffness data from
multiple cells are pooled and displayed as scattergrams of height versus stiffness,
overcomes this difficulty, and was applied in the current study. Statistical significance
of differences in stiffness and height between fibroblasts, SAOS-2 with high
fibroblast label, and SAOS-2 with low fibroblast label, was determined using the twotailed Mann Whitney U Test in Prism 6.0e software (GraphPad Software Inc, La
Jolla, CA).
Derivation of equations describing CPP.
General features of the model.
CPP is described mathematically for a simple two
chamber hydrodynamic system joined by a cylindrical connector (Fig. 1b,c).
Calculations are based on the well described Hagen-Poiseuille relationships, where
resistance to flow in a cylindrical tube (r) is given by equation (2), and the flow rate
(Q) of a Newtonian fluid of viscosity (h) through a cylindrical tube of length (L) with
radius (r), due to a pressure difference (DP) as per equation (3) 32.

ρ=
Q=

<=
-∙.

=

78
9∙ : ;

<= ∙ 9 ∙ : ;
78∙ .

(2)
(3)

Important simplifying assumptions. Because the fluid volumes exchanged between
cells are very small, it is reasonable to assume negligible bulk modulus effect, and the
cytoplasm exchanged between cells is assumed to behave as an incompressible
Newtonian fluid. Pascal’s law predicts that any pressure change within a confined
Newtonian fluid is transmitted throughout the fluid such that the change is the same
throughout 31. Pascal’s law thus renders modeling of fluid flow in the current study
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independent of non-topological geometric details, so that bends and connection to
blind-ending branches, should have little or no effect on quantitative results. Notably,
the hydraulic system illustrated in Fig. 1 is not confined, but consists instead of two
'open' halves, each of which operates against a separate constant force, and hence
each of which has a separate DP (DPA and DPB for Donor and Receptor Cells
respectively), as also demanded by Pascal's law 31.
A number of further assumptions are made in derivation of the below
described mathematical model, which greatly reduce complexity of calculation and
also seem reasonable in light of the limited data available. For example, in absence of
more detailed spatial and temporal observations, we assume a constant rate for
retraction of cell-projections, and a cylindrical form for the cell projections.
Only flow into Receptor Cell B (QB) is calculated in the current study, since it
is only QB which will deliver cytoplasm to the opposing cell (Fig. 1). Also, since
maximum pressure is located within of the retracting cell-projection at position Po
(described below, Fig. 1diii), there is no actual cytoplasmic flow at Po which acts as
an effective 'syringe plunger' for flow in both cell directions. DP is exhausted upon
complete retraction, thus limiting the total possible volume of flow to that of the cellprojection.
The cell surface is non-elastic.
In addition, unlike an elastic Hookean spring, the
resisting force of a cell against incoming cytoplasmic fluid flow is assumed to be
constant, more in keeping with the behavior of a hydraulic piston that works against a
constant friction or constant weight, as illustrated in Fig. 1c.
In an elastic system, Young’s modulus relates the force applied across a
surface area to achieve a given proportional displacement, and could be interpreted in
context of the current model as shown in Fig. 1c and equation (4), where Young’s
modulus = stiffness = S, Force = F, Area of the piston = Ar, and vertical displacement
of the piston = d, indicating relevant Surfaces A or B with respective subscripts
(S,F,Ar,d A or B) 26,47.

S? =

@) /?:)
B)

S" =

@+ /?:+
B+

(4)

Young's modulus thus relates specifically to elastic Hookean materials.
However, despite the wide use of Young's modulus as an AFM measure for cell
surface stiffness, strict application of this value to the current model is not justifiable.
Firstly, Young's modulus as determined from AFM data is a calculated value,
established by fitting via the Hertz model 26,41. Also, cells do not have a homogeneous
structure, as normally required for true elastic behavior. Further, although AFM cell
stiffness fingerprints permit meaningful comparison between cells, such stiffness
fingerprints of necessity measure resistance to displacement from the outside of fixed
cells 26. This is different to the resistance to force more relevant to the current study,
but not readily measured, being that from the inside of living cells.
From the above, it seems more reasonable to accept AFM determined stiffness
values as indicative of the resistance of the surface to displacement by force, but not
as absolute measures of elasticity. Also, given the structure of the cell surface as a
membrane tethered to an underlying horizontal network of cytoskeletal fibres, it
seems reasonable to assume that the cell surface force resisting injection of fluid into
cells during CPP is constant.
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Although we do not accept true Hookean elasticity of the cell surface, and
hence must reject the formal definition of 'stiffness' as it applies to cell measurements
by AFM, we acknowledge that the term 'stiffness' is entrenched in the literature in this
regard. For this reason, we will persist in use of the word 'stiffness' in the current
work, to indicate that constant force exerted by the cell in opposition to receiving
cytoplasm via CPP.
It seems reasonable to assume only modest effect of the simplifying
assumptions outlined above, in diverging the calculated estimations made in the
current study, from events in-vivo.
Modification of the Hagen-Poiseuille equation accommodating differences in cell
stiffness. Distribution of fluid during retraction of the cell-projection in Fig. 1b,c is
influenced by the relationship between stiffness of Donor Cell A (SA) and Receptor
Cell B (SB), and this requires modification of the relationships described in equations
(2 and 3) for calculation of that portion of total flow distributed to Receptor Cell B
(QB).
Fig. 1di shows a cylindrical tube of known length (L(t)) at time (t) as measured
from '0' at it's origin which is closed and marked to the left, and in which there is
contraction at a constant rate (U), as indicated in equation (5).
L(t)

U =

(5)

dt

The tube contains a Newtonian fluid, and is divided into n cylinders of
equivalent length (Dx) as shown in equation (6), indexed from n=1 to n (Fig. 1dii).
∆x =

L(t)

(6)

n

Because the tube undergoes a constant contraction, each cylinder also
contracts by UDt/n to displace a volume of fluid (DV) as in equation (7), where Ca is
the cross-sectional area of the tube.
Ca∙U(∆t)

∆V =

(7)

n

In this way, each cylinder donates an equivalent volume (DV) and flow rate
increment (Dq = DV/Dt), to the total flow rate of the cylinder as in equation (8),
substituting for n from equation (6).
∆q =

Ca∙U
n

=

34∙0∙∆N

(8)

.(1)

Rearrangement of equation (8) gives equation (9).
∆O
∆N

=

34∙0

(9)

.(1)

As n → ∞, Dx → 0, so that the flow rate at x, (Q(x)), is given by equation
(10).
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Q(x) =

N 34∙0
dx
P .(1)

=

34∙0∙N

(10)

.(1)

Note that the flow rate at the end of the tube where x=L(t) is CaU as expected
(Fig. 1dii).
Let r be the resistance per unit length as given in equation (2), so that the
resistance offered by any given small cylinder comprising the cell-projection (DR) is
given by equation (11), and the pressure drop across the cylinder (DPDX) is given by
equation (12) as per equations (3 and 8).
∆R = ρ ∙ ∆x
∆P∆S = ∆q ∙ ∆R =

(11)

Ca∙U
n

∙ ρ ∙ ∆x

(12)

The pressure drop at any cylinder k and L=x is given by equation (13), which
can be rearranged to equation (14).
∆PS =

k∙Ca∙U

∆UV
∆W

n

=

∙ ρ ∙ ∆x

(13)

k∙Ca∙U∙ρ

(14)

n

Substituting for 1/n from equation (6), and recognizing that x= kDx gives
equation (15).
∆=
∆W

=

Ca∙U∙ρ∙k∙∆x
L(t)

=

Ca∙U∙ρ∙x
L(t)

(15)

Allowing Dx ® 0, gives the expressions in equation (16).
∆=
∆W

→

dP(x)
d(x)

=

Ca∙U∙ρ∙x
L(t)

(16)

From this, the pressure drop P(x) at x, is given as expressions in equation (17).
P(x) =

N Ca∙U∙ρ∙x
dx
P L(t)

=

Ca∙U∙ρ∙x2
2∙L(t)

(17)

Consider the above outlined system now duplicated, and one of these elements
to be rotated so that the two tubes now abut end to end, with the origin x=0 being
identical for both. This now represents a cell-projection joining Donor Cell A 'to the
left', with Receptor Cell B positioned 'to the right'. The origin represents a point in the
cell-projection (Po) where during contraction of the cell-projection, there is maximum
pressure and no flow, the origin functioning as an effective 'syringe stop' for flow in
both directions. The length of tube between the origin and Donor Cell A is LA, and
that to Receptor Cell B is LB (Fig. 1diii), giving equation (18) for length at time t.
L(t) = L? (t) + L" (t)

(19)
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The tube is open to Cells A and B, and flow out of the tube in both directions
is resisted by constant forces FA and FB in Cells A and B respectively (Fig. 1diii).
These forces are proportionate but not identical to the measured median cell stiffness
of the Donor and Receptor cells (SA and SB), so that it may be helpful to read 'S' for 'F'
when making reference to Fig. 1.
Noting that U is constant, equation (18) gives equation (19) following
simplification, where: U = L/t, UA=LA/t, and UB=LB/t.
U = U? + U"

(19)

The relationships in equation (20) follow from the above.
0)
0

=

.) (1)

0+

.(1)

0

=

.+ (1)

(20)

.(1)

If PMax is the pressure at the origin (O), then from equation (17), the pressure
at xB going to the right (PR) is given by equations (21), ultimately reaching and being
balanced by the hydrodynamic force resisting flow by Cell B (FB) to the right, with
pressure at xA going left (PL) reaching the hydrodynamic force resisting flow by Cell
A (FA) to the left (equation (21)), as illustrated in Fig. 1diii.
PZ (x) = PMax −

Ca∙UB ∙ρ∙x2B

P. (x) = PMax −

2∙LB (t)

Ca∙UA ∙ρ∙x2A

(21)

2∙LA (t)

Since LA = xA, and LB = xB, equations (21) simplify to equations (22).
PZ (x) = PMax −

Ca∙UB ∙ρ∙LB (t)
2

= F"

P. (x) = PMax −

Ca∙UA ∙ρ∙LA (t)
2

= F?

(22)

Rearrangement of equations (22) gives equation (23).
F? +

Ca∙UA ∙ρ∙LA (t)
2

= F" +

Ca∙UB ∙ρ∙LB (t)

(23)

2

Substituting for LA from equation (18) gives equation (24).
F? +

Ca∙UA ∙ρ∙(L(t)−LB (t))
2

= F" +

Ca∙UB ∙ρ∙LB (t)

(24)

2

Substitution for: UB from equation (19); UA/U from equation (20); and LA
from equation (18), gives equation (25) for LB.
L" (t) =

@) *@+
Ca∙U∙ρ

+

.(1)
5

(25)

The algebraic relationships leading to equation (25) apply equally to generate
equation (26).
L? (t) =

@+ *@)
Ca∙U∙ρ

+

.(1)
5

(26)

From equations (25 and 26), when FA=FB, then LA(t) =LB(t) = L(t)/2, and both
cells receive equivalent flow as expected from symmetry of the system. When FA>FB,
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a time is reached when LA(t) reaches 0 and all remaining flow is to the right, and
Receptor Cell B receives more flow than Cell Donor Cell A (Fig. 1diii), while the
reverse applies when FA<FB.
Equation (27) follows from equation (10).
34∙0∙.+ (1)

Q" =

(27)

.(1)

To establish the total flow transferred to Receptor Cell B (QB(t)), LB(t) from
equation (25) is substituted into equation (27), which with simplification gives
equation (28).
Q" =

@) *@+

+

-∙.(1)

34∙0

(28)

5

Because U is constant, L(t) is given by equation (29), and substitution for L(t)
in equation (29) gives equation (30).
L(t) = LP − U ∙ t
Q" =

@) *@+
-∙(./ *0∙1)

+

(29)

34∙0

(30)

5

Note that equation (30) can only apply while (FA-FB)/r(L0-Ut) £ CaU/2,
because at this point LA = 0 and LB = L where SA>SB, with all flow being to the right
into Receptor Cell B at a rate of QB = CU; while where SA<SB, LB=0 and LA=L and all
remaining flow is to the left into Donor Cell A. Let the time at which this occurs be tc
to give equation (31).
@) *@+

=

-∙(./ *0∙1`)

34∙0

(31)

5

Expansion, rearrangement and simplification of equation (31), gives equation
(32) for tc, where the absolute value of second term on the right is required to
accommodate occasions when FA<FB.
tc =

./
0

−

5(@) *@+ )

(32)

34.-∙0c

Fig. 1e is a graphical representation of QB from t = 0 to t = L0/U at which time
LB = 0 and no further flow QB is possible. When FA>FB, equation (30) for QB applies
for t £ tc, and QB = CaU for tc < t < L0/U. Increasing values of (FA-FB) reduce tc,
while as (FA-FB) approaches 0, tc approaches Lo/U and QB approximates CaU/2 from
above for increasing time when FA>FB, and from below when FA<FB. Also, when
FA<FB, equation (30) predicts that QB approaches 0 as t approaches tc, after which QB
remains 0 due to exhaustion of LB to 0 at tc. Let the total volume transferred to
Receptor Cell B be VB.
Where FA>FB, the relationships outlined above determine VB(t) as per equation
(33).
V" (t) =

1` 34∙0
(
P
5

+

@) *@+
-∙(./ *0∙1)

) dt +

./ 0
(Ca
1`

∙ U) dt

(33)
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Similarly, where FA< FB, VB(t) is given by equation (34).
1` 34∙0
(
P
5

V" (t) =

+

@) *@+
-∙(./ *0∙1)

) dt

(34)

Also, where FA=FB, VB(t) is given by equation (35).
./ 0 34∙0
(
)
P
5

V" (t) =

dt

(35)

To aid integration in equations (33 and 34), define w(t) as in equation (36),
such that when t = 0, w = L0; and when t = tc, w = L0-Utc.
w(t) = LP − U ∙ t

(36)

Differentiating equation (36) gives equation (37).
dw = −U ∙ dt

(37)

From this, the second term in equations (33 and 34) can be expressed and
integrated with regard to w as in equation (38), where ln(w) is the natural logarithm of
w. Substitution of equation (36) into equation (38) gives the expression in equation
(39).
−

(./ *0∙1`) @) *@+
(
)
0 ./
-∙f
e

=−

@) *@+
-∙0

dw = −

ln(

∙

ln(

@) *@+

./ *0∙1

-∙0

./ *1`∙0
./

∙ ln(w)

(38)

), if t ≤ tc

./
./ *0∙1`
./

), if t > tc

(39)

From equation (39), the integral of VB(t) for 0 < t < tc in equations (33 and 34)
is as in equation (40).
34∙0∙1
5

−

@) *@+
-∙0

∙ ln(

./ *0∙1
./

)

(40)

Combining the result of equation (40) with equations (33, 34, 35) provides
equations (41 to 44) used to determine VB for all conditions tested in the current
study, where: tm is the time at which any given contraction event ceases; and Z is a
constant required to correct for the assumed linear relationship between median cell
stiffness and both FA and FB, such that ZSA=FA, and ZSB=FB. Maximum pressure drop
was calculated from equation (13).
Where SA>SB, and tm is ≤ tc, VB is calculated by equation (41).
V" =

34∙0∙1m
5

−

%∙(() *(+ )
-∙0

∙ ln(

./ *0∙1m
./

)

(41)
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Where SA>SB, and tm is > tc, VB is calculated by equation (42), noting that tm
cannot exceed L0/U.
V" =

34∙0∙1`
5

−

%∙(() *(+ )
-∙0

∙ ln(

./ *0∙1`
./

) + Ca ∙ U ∙ (tm − tc)

(42)

Where SA<SB, and tm is ≤ tc, VB is calculated by equation (41).
Where SA<SB, and tm is > tc, VB is calculated by equation (43).
V" =

34∙0∙1`
5

−

%∙(() *(+ )
-∙0

∙ ln(

./ *0∙1`
./

)

(43)

Where SA=SB, VB is calculated by equation (44).
V" =

34∙0∙1m
5

(44)

Estimation of stiffness correction factor Z. From equation (32), tc becomes
negative when Lo/U < ❘ (2Z(FA-FB)/(CarU2) ❘ to generate meaningless negative values
for time. To overcome this difficulty, tc was assigned a value of zero on such
occasions during simulations, but since QB is maximal at CaU when tc=0 (equations
(41, 42, 43), (Fig. 1e), this reduces sensitivity of the system to the effect of (SA-SB) in
varying transfer. Similarly, if Z is chosen such that ❘ (2Z(FA-FB)/(CarU2) ❘ approaches
L0/U, QB approaches CU/2, which although conservative for estimation of total
transfer to Receptor Cells B, also fails to fully test the effect of (SA-SB).
Preliminary simulations revealed that letting Z = 1/(median stiffness of all
cells A and B considered together) = 6.9726x10-5, generated values for tc that were
usually positive, and also provided fair testing of the effect of (SA-SB) by often
positioning tc in the mid-range between 0 and L0/U.
Generation of simulated populations of SAOS-2 and fibroblasts. As detailed in
the MATLAB R2016a (MathWorks Inc) script provided below, frequency
distributions of experimental data were first prepared by binning at convenient values,
found to be: 1500 Pa for SAOS-2 stiffness; 3000 Pa for fibroblast stiffness; 6 DiO
fluorescence units for SAOS-2 DiO; 1.5 DiD fluorescence units for SAOS-2 DiD; 3
DiD fluorescence units for fibroblast DiD; 0.5 DiO fluorescence units for fibroblast
DiO, and 1000µm2 for area.
An estimated cumulative distribution function (ECDF) was then calculated for
each of these variables on basis of the binned input data. Formulae for linear
equations connecting midpoints of bins were established, and extrapolated to
probability values of 0 and 1 in the first and last bins respectively. Random numbers
between 0 and 1 were used to select probability values for substitution into the
relevant linear equations describing the smoothed ECDF. Simulated stiffness or
fluorescence values were then calculated, with frequency distributions comparable to
that of input data. Where input data had values at or approaching zero, it was
necessary to remove biologically meaningless values, by firstly determining the
minimum input data value, and then substituting all ECDF derived values below this
threshold with zero. This approach generated distributions for variables closely
approximating those of experimental data. This method was used to generate 5100
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donor fibroblasts, 5100 donor SAOS-2, 5000 recipient SAOS-2, and 5000 recipient
fibroblasts (Fig. 7).

Figure 7. Histograms for experimental data for stiffness, DiD fluorescence and DiO fluorescence in co-cultured
SAOS-2 and fibroblasts, as well as stair plots for the ECDF of these data with superimposed linear smoothing,
and histograms for 5000 simulated cells generated by the ECDFs shown. Histograms of simulated cells had
distribution profiles very similar to that of experimental data, despite the limited sampling available. Binning for
histograms was: 3000 kPa for fibroblast stiffness; 1500 kPa for SAOS-2 stiffness; 3 DiD fluorescence units for
fibroblast DiD; 1.5 DiD fluorescence units for SAOS-2 DiD; 0.5 DiO fluorescence units for fibroblast DiO; and 6
DiO fluorescence units for SAOS-2 DiO.
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Simulation of cytoplasmic and fluorescence transfer from one cell population to
another.
Definition of variables for calculation.
Values for cell stiffness and fluorescence
were simulated by ECDF as described above. Separate lists were prepared for values
for each of the further variables used in calculations. Values loaded into these lists
had distributions bounded by target minimum and maximum values, while target
minima and maxima were established at the start of each simulation. Variables
modelled in this way were: the number of Donor Cells A each Receptor Cell B could
interact with; the number of transfer events each Receptor Cell B could have with
each Donor Cell A; the flow rate (U) for each transfer event; the length at time 0 (L0)
of each cell-projection; the radius (r) of each cell-projection; and the viscosity of
cytoplasm (h).Values for these parameters, were inferred on basis of confocal
microscopy observations, with exception of viscosity, which was taken from the
literature 38,40. Each list held a number of values equivalent to the number of recipient
cells modeled, which in the current study was 5000, while random selection was made
from these lists for each calculation. The only exception to this approach was for the
time permitted for each transfer event, the maximum of which is defined by L0/U, and
random choice of time was made from a pre-determined range between 0 and L0/U.
Both the number of cells A available for interaction with individual cells B,
and the discrete number of exchange events between individual cells A and B, are
inherently quantal, so that only zero and positive integers were accepted in lists for
these two variables. Other variables were, however, continuous in nature, so that zero
and all positive values were accepted.
Cell height and cell profile area values were used to relate calculated volume
transfers to fluorescence transfers. Average SAOS-2 and fibroblast cell height was
determined from AFM data (3.89 x 10-6m and 2.36 x 10-6m respectively), while
average SAOS-2 and fibroblast cell surface area (1.53 x 10-9m2 and 5.34 x10-9m2
respectively) was established by image analysis from separate experiments.
Calculation of flow volume and fluorescence transfer. In co-cultures, spatial
limitations necessarily limit access of any single recipient cell, to only a small group
of potential donor cells. Failure to mimic this was found to affect results in
preliminary work. For this reason, access of recipient cells to prospective donor cells
was limited through a ‘sliding window’ that widened or closed according to random
selection from the relevant variable list, and that shifted to access further donor cells,
only after all calculations for any single recipient cell were complete.
Once a cell pairing was established, volume transfer from donor to recipient
cell was then calculated by iterative application of equations (32, 41, 42, 43, 44),
according to the number of exchanges instructed for that paring as selected at random
from the relevant list, while all remaining variables for equations (32, 41, 42, 43, 44)
were also selected at random from relevant lists. Volume transfer for the particular
cell pairing was then totaled. Total fluorescence transfer for the pairing was further
calculated by the product of calculated donor cell fluorescence units per m3 with
volume, and distribution of that fluorescence across the surface area assigned
Recipient Cell B. Also recorded were the maximum pressure values attained for each
transfer event during flow into both Donor Cells A (PA) and Recipient Cells B (PB).
The above procedure was repeated for all simulated Recipient Cells B, to
generate result lists of: total Donor Cell A cytoplasmic volume and fluorescence at the
level of each recipient cell modeled; and volumes, PA, PB and exchange time values
for each exchange event modeled. Trial and error was used to identify ranges for
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variables that generated results in simulations that were comparable to those
determined by experiment. Important considerations selecting conditions for
simulation, were that: flow rates, times for individual exchange events, and cellprojection radius and length values be within ranges suggested by time-lapse
microscopy; and that calculated pressure values be suitably modest. Histograms of
input variables and simulated fluorescence and volume transfer outcomes for the
simulations approximating experimental observations (Fig. 6, main manuscript), are
shown in Figs. 8 and 9. Data were analyzed using PRISM 7 (GraphPad Software
Inc), and Mann Whitney U Tests where appropriate.
Both the number of cells A available for interaction with individual cells B,
and the discrete number of exchange events between individual cells A and B, are
inherently quantal, so that only zero and positive integers were accepted in lists for
these two variables. Other variables were, however, continuous in nature, so that zero
and all positive values were accepted.
Cell height and cell profile area values were used to relate calculated volume
transfers to fluorescence transfers. Average SAOS-2 and fibroblast cell height was
determined from AFM data (3.89 x 10-6m and 2.36 x 10-6m respectively), while
average SAOS-2 and fibroblast cell surface area (1.53 x 10-9m2 and 5.34 x10-9m2
respectively) was established by image analysis from separate experiments.
Calculation of flow volume and fluorescence transfer.
In co-cultures, spatial
limitations necessarily limit access of any single recipient cell, to only a small group
of potential donor cells. Failure to mimic this was found to affect results in
preliminary work. For this reason, access of recipient cells to prospective donor cells
was limited through a ‘sliding window’ that widened or closed according to random
selection from the relevant variable list, and that shifted to access further donor cells,
only after all calculations for any single recipient cell were complete.
Once a cell pairing was established, volume transfer from donor to recipient
cell was then calculated by iterative application of equations (32, 41, 42, 43, 44),
according to the number of exchanges instructed for that paring as selected at random
from the relevant list, while all remaining variables for equations (32, 41, 42, 43, 44)
were also selected at random from relevant lists. Volume transfer for the particular
cell pairing was then totaled. Total fluorescence transfer for the pairing was further
calculated by the product of calculated donor cell fluorescence units per m3 with
volume, and distribution of that fluorescence across the surface area assigned
Recipient Cell B. Also recorded were the maximum pressure values attained for each
transfer event during flow into both Donor Cells A (PA) and Recipient Cells B (PB).
The above procedure was repeated for all simulated Recipient Cells B, to
generate result lists of: total Donor Cell A cytoplasmic volume and fluorescence at the
level of each recipient cell modeled; and volumes, PA, PB and exchange time values
for each exchange event modeled. Trial and error was used to identify ranges for
variables that generated results in simulations that were comparable to those
determined by experiment. Important considerations selecting conditions for
simulation, were that: flow rates, times for individual exchange events, and cellprojection radius and length values be within ranges suggested by time-lapse
microscopy; and that calculated pressure values be suitably modest. Histograms of
input variables and simulated fluorescence and volume transfer outcomes for the
simulations approximating experimental observations (Fig. 6), are shown in Figs. 8
and 9. Data were analyzed using PRISM 7 (GraphPad Software Inc), and Mann
Whitney U Tests where appropriate.
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Figure 8. Histogram output of MATLAB script for simulation of CPP transfer from fibroblasts to SAOS-2
comparable to that seen by experiment, and shown in Fig. 6 and Tables 1 and 2 of the main manuscript. Modest
central tendency was seen for the number of donor cells receptor cells interacted with, as well as for the number of
transfer events per receptor cell. Input variables for cell-projection retraction rate, length, radius and viscosity
had essentially uniform distributions, while time permitted for transfer events was within range of time-lapse
observations. Pressures generated during transfer were modest with exception of only a few simulated values
(median maximal Pressure B was 0.668 Pa, 2.91% over 10 Pa), while volume and fluorescence transfer was
appreciable, closely approximating experimental fluorescence data.

Figure 9. Histogram output of MATLAB script for simulation of CPP transfer from SAOS-2 to fibroblasts
comparable to that seen by experiment, and shown in Fig. 6 and Tables 1 and 2 of the main manuscript. Modest
central tendency was seen for the number of donor cells receptor cells interacted with, as well as for the number of
transfer events per receptor cell. Input variables for cell-projection retraction rate, length, radius and viscosity
had essentially flat distributions, while time permitted for transfer events was within range of time-lapse
observations. Pressures generated during transfer were modest with exception of only a few simulated values
(median maximal Pressure B was 0.144 Pa, 0.40% over 10 Pa), while volume and fluorescence transfer was
appreciable, closely approximating experimental fluorescence data.
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